INTERNAL TRANSFER POLICY

Internal recruiting is absolutely NOT allowed, at any level. This action defeats the purpose of our program. Coaches who are found guilty of this rule will be subject to disciplinary actions.

- Players are not allowed to practice with another team without the knowledge of their coach and Athletic Office, until their transfer is FINAL.
- Transfer requests must be submitted to the Athletic Office for processing. AO will notify the coaches of both teams through team Liaisons / Basketball Committees.

TRANSFER APPROVAL PROCESS:

- If both coaches agree that a player has a better chance of advancement on another team, then the transfer takes place without additional conditions.
- If a player is a better fit on another team based on practice time conflict, playing time, player’s position, or personality conflict, upon the agreement of both coaches the transfer is executed.
- For players 16 and under, the parents’ consent is needed for any transfer request.
- All transfers shall be executed at the end of the season (July 15 – Aug 15), or in January. Special cases will be allowed on a case by case basis upon basketball committee’s approval.
- If the releasing coach does not agree with the transfer request:
  1- Releasing coach will notify Athletic Office, and Basketball Committee through its liaison about his decision and objections regarding the transfer.
  2- A 2 month cool off period will be designated for the transferring player. Transferring player must attend the practices, and remain on the team roster during this time while the case is being evaluated by the basketball committees and AO.
- Players are allowed to transfer from team A to team B with no conditions if their team is no longer conducting organized practices with the knowledge of the Athletic Office.
- All paperwork must be completed by the Athletic Office prior to transfers practicing and playing with their new team.